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Abstract. Sperm-mediated gene transfer (SMGT) has been considered as an innovative device for transgenesis

on a mass scale by taking advantage of live spermatozoa to transfer exogenous DNA. However, the fertilizing
ability of transfected sperm cells and the poor reproducibility of this method are still matters of controversy.
Hence, the current study was conducted to evaluate transfecting the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)
as the source of exogenous DNA into bovine spermatozoa using a high-performance polymer reagent as well as
assessing the fertilizing capacity of transfected sperm cells by in vitro fertilization (IVF). In the first experiment,
three different concentrations of rhodamine-labeled DNA and high-performance polymer transfection reagent,
X-tremeGENE HP, were used to transfect bovine spermatozoa. In the second experiment, IVF and fluorescence
microscopy methods were utilized to assess the fertilizing capacity of sperm cells carrying exogenous DNA
when X-tremeGENE HP was used either alone or with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) treatment. Findings revealed
that at 1 µL X-tremeGENE HP and 1 µg of DNA concentration, approximately one-third of total spermatozoa
were transfected. However, following IVF and fluorescence microscopy, no EGFP expression was detected in
zygotes and morula-stage embryos. Results of this study showed that, although X-tremeGENE HP could transfer
EGFP to bovine spermatozoa, transfected sperm cells were unable to transfer foreign DNA to matured bovine
oocytes. Under our experimental conditions, we hypothesized that the absence of the EGFP fluorescence signal
in embryos could be due to the detrimental effects of transfection treatments on sperm cells’ fertility performance
as well as incompetency of IVF to produce transgenic embryos using transfected sperm cells.

1

Introduction

Over the past three decades, several procedures including pronuclear micro-injection (PNM), somatic cell nuclear
transfer (SCNT) and viral infection (VI) have been applied
and developed to introduce foreign genes into different recipient cells (Eghbalsaied et al., 2009). However, these techniques had certain drawbacks including low efficiency, random integration sites, high mosaic rate, complexity and in-

ability to transfect large DNA fragments (Eghbalsaied et al.,
2009).
Since the first report about the capability of rabbits’ sperm
cells to bind with foreign DNA (Brackett et al., 1971), many
successful attempts based on sperm-mediated gene transfer
(SMGT) have been reported in a variety of species including
crustaceans, fish, amphibians, aves and mammals (Niu and
Liang, 2008). In fact, taking advantage of the natural and innate ability of sperm cells to uptake exogenous genes and
fertilize oocytes has become an appealing tool for generat-
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ing transgenic embryos and animals (García-Vázquez et al.,
2011). Transgenesis using SMGT possesses plenty of merits in farm animals (Dobrinski, 2006). In comparison with
the aforementioned techniques, SMGT is a more efficient,
cost-effective and uncomplicated approach (Webster et al.,
2005). Besides, it is a fast technique by which a considerable
number of cells can be treated at the same time (Al-Shuhaib
et al., 2014). Altogether, SMGT could bring about promising outcomes in the dairy industry. Since genetic materials
in bovine species are spread through sperm in cattle, a single
male would be able to generate a wide range of transgenic
progenies, and this provides a golden opportunity to exercise
desirable outcomes on a mass scale (Olive and Cuzin, 2005;
Canovas et al., 2010; Alderson et al., 2006). However, despite all advantages associated with SMGT, the efficiency of
transfections is not in a distinct range and diversifies among
different studies and species (Niu and Liang, 2008; Celebi et
al., 2003). Indeed, factors including the kind and the amount
of DNA constructs (Canovas et al., 2010), as well as the gene
transfer technique (Alderson et al., 2006), have been reported
as some effective factors which can deeply affect the efficiency rate of transfection.
Fundamentally, sperm cells have natural protective mechanisms against foreign DNA molecules which would lead
to a decline in the capability of spermatozoa to capture exogenous DNA (Canovas et al., 2010). Mature spermatozoa
include endogenous nuclei which are activated in response
to the interplay between sperm and foreign DNA (GarcíaVázquez et al., 2009; Maione et al., 1997). These nuclease
activities not only fragment the exogenous DNA but also induce apoptosis-like processes in the nuclei of sperm cells
which would be culminated in a partial degradation of the
sperm endogenous chromosomal DNA (Maione et al., 1997;
García-Vázquez et al., 2009). In fact, sperm cells’ endonucleases are stimulated and activated in the presence of the
excessive concentration of DNA in medium (Sciamanna et
al., 2000; Canovas et al., 2010; Maione et al., 1997). This
dose-dependent manner of activation is one of the sperm’s
barriers which protects sperm cells against vast invasion of
DNA molecules; however, this natural protective mechanism
can negatively affect the transfection efficiency (Canovas et
al., 2010). The sperm membrane is known to be another barrier to prevent the entrance of exogenous genes into the cytoplasm (Celebi et al., 2003; Osada et al., 2005; Maione et
al., 1997). Due to negative membrane charge of sperm cells
(Veres, 1968) and DNA phosphate groups, transference of
naked DNA through the sperm cell membrane is inefficient
(Fong et al., 2004).
In order to overcome the aforementioned obstacles and increase the capability of sperm cells to uptake foreign DNA,
several physical and chemical treatments including liposomes’ mediated technology (Bachiller et al., 1991; Lai et
al., 2001; Shemesh et al., 2000), electroporation (Gagné et
al., 1991; Rieth et al., 2000; Tsai, 2000), restriction enzymemediated integration (REMI) (Kroll and Amaya, 1996), inArch. Anim. Breed., 61, 351–358, 2018

tracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) (Perry et al., 1999;
Chan et al., 2000), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Shen et
al., 2006), triton X100 (Zhao et al., 2012) and freezing–
thawing of spermatozoa (Perry et al., 1999; Kurome et al.,
2007; García-Vázquez et al., 2009; Shadanloo et al., 2010)
have been utilized over the past three decades. However, in
spite of many successful reports of SMGT (Miao, 2012),
there is evidence that transferring exogenous DNA to spermatozoa drastically lowers sperm cells’ fertility (Sasaki et
al., 2000; García-Vázquez et al., 2011; Canovas et al., 2010;
Liu et al., 1999; Hasanzadeh et al., 2016). The current
study was conducted with the aim of evaluating the bovine
sperm cells’ transfection using a technically developed lipidbased transfection method and assessing the fertilizing capacity of transfected spermatozoa using in vitro fertilization
(IVF). The transfection reagent used in this study was XtremeGENE HP (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), a novel and
high-performance polymer transfection reagent, belonging
to the cationic lipid-based transfection reagents, which was
composed of a non-liposomal blend of cationic lipids and
other components supplied in 80 % ethanol. That has been
designed for transfecting a broad range of eukaryotic cells,
particularly hard-to-transfect cell lines with low toxicity and
high efficiency.
2

Materials and methods

2.1

Chemicals and media

Unless otherwise mentioned, all media, chemicals and
reagents were purchased from Sigma (Sigma Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA).
2.2
2.2.1

Experimental designs
First experiment

The possibility of sperm transfection was evaluated using different concentrations of X-tremeGENE HP (0.5, 1 and 2 µL)
and rhodamine-labeled DNA (1, 2 and 4 µg).
2.2.2

Second experiment

IVF of bovine oocytes was used to evaluate the fertilizing
capacity of spermatozoa transfected with the effective concentrations of X-tremeGENE HP and DNA (based on results
of the first experiment), as well as DMSO, based on different
treatments below.
1. Control (normal sperm)
2. X-tremeGENE HP + DNA
3. X-tremeGENE HP + DNA + DMSO
4. DNA + DMSO
www.arch-anim-breed.net/61/351/2018/
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2.3

Spermatozoa preparation

Spermatozoa samples were prepared as described by Muzaffar et al. (2012). Briefly, five frozen spermatozoa straws
from different Holstein bulls were purchased from Nahadehaye Dami Jahed Co. (Karaj, Iran). Semen straws were
thawed by immersion in warm water (37 ◦ C) for 30 s and
pooled, and processed by washing twice with the Bracket
and Oliphant (BO) medium (Brackett and Oliphant, 1975),
containing 10 µg mL−1 heparin, 137 µg mL−1 sodium pyruvate and 1.942 mg mL−1 caffeine sodium benzoate. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5 mL of the capacitation and fertilization BO medium (containing washing BO medium and
10 mg mL−1 fatty-acid-free bovine serum albumin). Finally,
concentration of sperm suspension was adjusted to 1 × 106
cells per milliliter.

sence of X-tremeGENE HP was investigated, according to
the method of Kuznetsov et al. (2000) with minor modifications. Hence, in the first group, untreated sperm cells were
considered as the control group in IVF. In the second group,
based on the results of the first experiment, 1 µg DNA and
1 µL X-tremeGENE HP were used for sperm transfection.
For the third group, diluted spermatozoa (1×106 mL−1 ) was
supplemented with DMSO to a final concentration of 1 %
and then added to the DNA/reagent solution. The complex
was vortexed for 10 s and incubated at room temperature
(∼ 25 ◦ C) for 10 min. DMSO was added to the final concentration of 3 %. The mixture was cooled to +4 ◦ C for 20 min
and then heated to +42 ◦ C for 2 min. For the last group, spermatozoa were only treated with DNA and 3 % DMSO.
2.7

2.4

Transgene construction and labeling

The enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) plasmid construction (pEGFPN1, 5.4 kb; Clontech Laboratories, Inc.,
Palo Alto, CA, USA) containing the CMV (human cytomegalovirus) promoter and the enhanced GFP gene, as
the source of exogenous DNA, was used in this study. Plasmids were extracted using the Plasmid Mega Kit (QIAGEN)
and linearized with the help of the StuI restriction enzyme
(Takara, Japan) following the manufacturer’s instructions. In
addition, electrophoresis was used to check the digestion efficiency. In order to track the transgene after sperm transfection, plasmids were labeled with tetramethylrhodamine-5dUTP (Roche Inc.) by a Nick translation system, according
to the manufacturer’s instructions.
2.5

Sperm transfection

In order to transfect bovine sperm cells, three different
concentrations of rhodamine-labeled DNA (1, 2 and 4 µg)
and high-performance polymer transfection reagent, XtremeGENE HP (0.5, 1 and 2 µL), were diluted separately
in BO transfection medium to a final volume of 25 µL and
incubated for 5 min at room temperature (∼ 25 ◦ C). To prepare DNA/reagent complexes, 25 µL of the diluted DNA was
combined with 25 µL of the diluted reagent to get the final
volumes of 50 µL and then incubated for 20 min at room temperature (∼ 25 ◦ C). DNA/reagent complexes were added to
wells containing 1 × 106 mL−1 spermatozoa and mixed gently by rocking the plate back and forth. The cells were then
incubated at 37 ◦ C in a CO2 incubator for 20 min. To evaluate the degree of success, samples of treated sperm cells were
tested for transgene expression using a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE300; by green filter 551–575 nm).
2.6

Treatment of spermatozoa with DMSO

To improve the reproductive capacity of spermatozoa after transfection, the effect of DMSO in the presence or abwww.arch-anim-breed.net/61/351/2018/
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Oocyte preparation and in vitro maturation (IVM) of
oocytes

Bovine ovaries were obtained from a local slaughterhouse and transported to the laboratory in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) containing 100 IU mL−1 penicillin and
50 mg mL−1 streptomycin at 30–34 ◦ C within 2 h. Cumulusoocyte complexes (COCs) were collected by aspirating 2–
8 mm diameter follicles using an 18-gauge needle attached
to a 10 mL syringe. The COCs with more than three layers of compact unexpanded cumulus cells and homogenous evenly-granular ooplasm were selected. Meanwhile,
IVM medium containing TCM-199, 10 % fetal bovine serum
(FBS), 10 % buffalo follicular fluid, 5 mg mL−1 porcine
follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), 1 mg mL−1 oestradiol17β, 0.81 mM sodium pyruvate and 50 mg mL−1 gentamicin
sulfate was prepared. Each group of 15–20 COCs was then
transferred to 100 mL droplets of the IVM medium, overlaid
with sterile mineral oil in 35 mm petri dishes and cultured in
a CO2 incubator (5 % CO2 in air) at 38.5 ◦ C for 24 h.
2.8

In vitro fertilization (IVF)

Before IVF, matured oocytes were washed twice with BO
medium and then approximately each group of 15–20
oocytes was transferred to 50 mL droplets of capacitation and
fertilization BO medium containing 10 mg mL−1 fatty-acidfree bovine serum albumin (BSA). Besides, the transfected
spermatozoa were prepared as per the protocol established
by Hasanzadeh et al. (2016). For IVF, oocytes were inseminated using a final concentration of 1 × 106 motile spermatozoa mL−1 and incubated under mineral oil in a CO2 incubator at 38.5 ◦ C for 18 h.
At the end of sperm–oocyte incubation, the cumulus cells
were pulled out gently by pipetting and removed from the
culture media. Presumed zygotes were washed several times
and cultured in groups of 10 per each droplet for 48 h using modified Charles Rosenkrans medium with amino acids
(mCR2aa) containing 0.6 % BSA fraction V + 10 % FBS.
Arch. Anim. Breed., 61, 351–358, 2018
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Figure 1. Location of DNA bound to (A) acrosomal and (B) post-

To evaluate the impact of transfection on sperm’s fertility
under the foregoing condition, in vitro bovine embryo production was carried out. Following IVF, in vitro cultured embryos were monitored by fluorescence microscopy; however,
no sign of the presence of transgene was observed in zygotes,
and all morula were EGFP negative.
To preserve the capacitation and fertilization of sperm
cells after transfection, the effect of DMSO was also evaluated. To fulfill this aim, oocytes were fertilized under two
groups of spermatozoa which were transfected with DNA
and DMSO in the absence or presence of X-tremeGENE HP.
Besides, oocytes which were fertilized with non-transfected
sperm cells considered as IVF control. Results derived from
both experimental groups revealed that none of the zygotes
or morula step embryos carried the transgene (Table 1).

acrosomal regions.

4

After this step, the cleaved embryos were collected
and shifted to the in vitro culture (IVC) medium
(mCR2aa + 0.6 % BSA + 10 % FBS) for up to 4 days until
morula were obtained. The medium was replaced every 48 h.
2.9

Evaluation of EGFP expression in embryos

During the IVC, expression of the EGFP gene in embryos
was evaluated by fluorescence microscopy (Nikon Eclipse
TE300) with an excitation filter at 488 nm and an emission
filter at 507 nm.
2.10

Data analysis

Data were analyzed with a statistical software program
(SPSS 16, IBM, USA). A one-way ANOVA followed by a
Duncan multiple-range test was used for comparisons between multiple numeric datasets. Results were expressed as
mean ± SEM, and statistical significance was accepted at
P < 0.05.
3

Results

Findings of the present study showed that among three different amounts of DNA and reagents, 1 µL X-tremeGENE HP
and 1 µg of DNA were the best and effective concentrations
for transfection of bovine spermatozoa. Based on counting
red fluorescent cells, approximately 33 % of total sperm cells,
treated with the aforementioned combination, were positive
for EGFP. However, visual assessment of transfected spermatozoa indicated a drastic decrease in motility compared with
the non-transfected sperm cells. Fluorescence microscopy
demonstrated that the majority of rhodamine-labeled plasmids were attached to the post-acrosome region of spermatozoa; however, in some cases, DNA was bound to acrosome
segment of the sperm cells’ heads (Fig. 1).
Arch. Anim. Breed., 61, 351–358, 2018

Discussion

The current study has conducted to introduce exogenous
DNA into bovine spermatozoa using a high-performance
polymer reagent gene delivery technique. Since the initial
successful report of using liposome for sperm transfection
by Bachiller et al. (1991), numerous studies in a variety of
species have verified that lipid-mediated gene transfer can
increase the chance of DNA uptake by sperm cells to generate transgenic offspring (Parrington et al., 2011). Nevertheless, some studies have attributed certain drawbacks to this
approach. Sasaki et al. (2000) revealed a considerable reduction in sperm motility and fertility rate in murine sperm cells,
and Jurkiewicz et al. (2010) indicated a decrease in sperm
cells’ motility and percentage of live spermatozoa of boars.
Eghbalsaied et al. (2013) reported that bovine spermatozoa
transfected with Lipofectamine were impotent to fertilize the
oocytes. Another study by Hoseini Pajooh et al. (2016) identified that Lipofectamine was unable to improve the transfection rate and motility of ovine sperm cells. Consequently,
in the first place, we explored the transfection efficiency. To
achieve this goal, different ratios of exogenous DNA (EGFP)
and a gene carrier (X-tremeGENE HP) were utilized. In comparison with the control group, X-tremeGENE HP could remarkably increase DNA uptake which was congruent to the
study of Hoelker et al. (2007). In contrast, the percentage of
DNA-bound spermatozoa in this study was lower than the
report of Eghbalsaied et al. (2013), who used Lipofectamine
for transfection of bovine sperm cells, and higher than the
results of Hoseini Pajooh et al. (2016) and Teymoornejad et
al. (2017), who transfected the bulls’ spermatozoa with the
same reagent after 60 and 30 min incubation, respectively.
This variability in transfection efficiency could be due to
the kind of construct and the concentration of DNA (Sperandio et al., 1996; Lavitrano et al., 2003), the characteristics
of the liposome (Yonezawa et al., 2001) and gene transfer
method (Teymoornejad et al., 2017). In order to weigh up the
fertility potential of the transfected sperm cells, we exercised
www.arch-anim-breed.net/61/351/2018/
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Table 1. The effect of transfected spermatozoa with different reagents on zygote or morula formation.

Groups

X-tremeGENE HP
(µL)

DNA
(µg)

DMSO
(%)

Oocytes
(no.)

Zygote
(%)

Morula
(%)

Transfected zygote
and morula

Control
1
2
3

0
1
1
0

0
1
1
1

0
0
3
3

120
120
120
120

85.75 ± 0.85a
73.50 ± 1.70b
66.50 ± 1.94c
70.50 ± 1.44bc

70.00 ± 1.08a
58.25 ± 2.39b
50.50 ± 2.10c
55.75 ± 1.55bc

0
0
0
0

Different letters indicate statistical difference within each column (P < 0.05). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM of four replicates.

IVF technique. Analysis of IVF-derived bovine embryos revealed no EGFP expression, indicating that bovine spermatozoa incubated with exogenous DNA and X-tremeGENE HP
could not fertilize oocytes. A similar result was reported by
Eghbalsaied et al. (2013), Canovas et al. (2010) and PereyraBonnet et al. (2011), who did not detect any EGFP fluorescence signal among fertilized embryos.
Inasmuch as in vitro fertilization of bovine oocytes using
transfected sperm cells did not result in producing transgenic
embryos, we sought another approach by which the fertilizing potential of spermatozoa could be kept after transfection. Kuznetsov et al. (2000), Shen et al. (2006) and Li et
al. (2006) successfully utilized DMSO to increase the efficiency of the sperm/DNA transfer via testis-mediated gene
transfer and in vitro fertilization in a rabbit and mouse. They
treated spermatozoa with a cooling period at 4 ◦ C for the
spermatozoa, which, in some cases, was followed by a heat
shock (42 ◦ C) (Kuznetsov et al., 2000). Based on the study
of Kuznetsov et al. (2000), an increase of 28 % to 81 % for
sperm permeability and 19.3 % to 61.7 % for the number of
positive embryos has been achieved after treatment of spermatozoa with DMSO and cold and heat shock. In spite of
successful achievements of using DMSO and thermal shock
in mice and rabbits, this approach has not always been applicable for all species. García-Vázquez et al. (2011) reported that at 4 ◦ C the boar spermatozoa suffered a severe
cold shock which led to a decrease in sperm fertility.
One probable issue associated with using DMSO is the
damaging effect of this chemical agent on integrity and capacity of spermatozoa (Eghbalsaied et al., 2013). Under this
condition, spermatozoa are less competitive in comparison
with unbound sperm cells in reaching the oocytes (GarcíaVázquez et al., 2011). However, it has been reported that
this damage could be alleviated by the inclusion of Lipofectamine (Eghbalsaied et al., 2013). Hence, in a virtually
same manner, we examined the effect of DMSO and XtremeGENE HP for gene transfer in conjunction with cold
and heat shock treatment. Under our experimental conditions, no significant increase in DNA binding was observed,
and zygote production was decreased. Besides, we found no
transgenic embryos after screening for EGFP expression.
In this experiment, over 85 % of oocytes were fertilized by
sperm cells without exogenous DNA. What can be inferred

www.arch-anim-breed.net/61/351/2018/

is that fertilizing capacity of transfected sperm cells might
have been decreased or lost during transfection. The probable
reasons behind the failure of IVF using DNA-bound spermatozoa have been explained by some authors (Canovas et al.,
2010). Gillan et al. (2008) showed high fertilized spermatozoa belonging to genetically superior bulls possess some specific features. Morphologically, the majority of them are in a
normal form and have high motility, viability and straightline velocity (VSL). Sperm cells with these motive properties are able to swim up and penetrate the zona pellucida of
the ovum. However, this vital potency can be easily and negatively affected, since sperm cells are known to be so sensitive
and susceptible to many in vitro factors including chemical
agents, temperature and light (Canovas et al., 2010).
It has been hypothesized that sperm cells’ fertilizing capacity are decreased as a result of incubation (PereyraBonnet et al., 2011; Canovas et al., 2010). Incubation activates endonucleases which ultimately induce apoptosis signal pathways inside the sperm cells (Pereyra-Bonnet et al.,
2011). In the present study, however, the fertilizing potential of sperm cells incubated with exogenous DNA did not
show any significant decrease. Similarly, Rieth et al. (2000),
Hoelker et al. (2007) and Canovas et al. (2010) did not report
any negative effect of incubation on sperm cells’ fertilization
capacity.
Another probable reason that might have affected the fertilizing ability of transfected spermatozoa is interaction between exogenous DNA and spermatozoa which has been proposed as an apoptosis-generating factor during transfection
(Maione et al., 1997; Anzar and Buhr, 2006; Canovas et al.,
2010). In a study, low viability and lack of motility in transfected sperm cells were attributed to the apoptotic cascade,
triggered by contact the sperm and exogenous DNA (Anzar
and Buhr, 2006).
Such sperm apoptosis or any negative factor towards disruption of normal functions of spermatozoa would definitely
weaken the probability of transmission exogenous DNA (Anzar and Buhr, 2006). As a result, the majority of oocytes
would be fertilized by sperm cells without exogenous DNA,
which leads to a high percentage of non-transgenic embryos
(Canovas et al., 2010).
In the current study, the ratio of transfected sperm cells
was 2-fold less than non-transfected spermatozoa. In addition
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to that, the motility of transfected spermatozoa decreased remarkably in comparison with non-transfected sperm cells.
Consequently, we speculate that the spermatozoa which carried exogenous DNA might not be able to compete with intact sperm cells during IVF.
5

Conclusions

In the present study, we transfected bovine spermatozoa with
X-tremeGENE HP as a high-performance polymer gene delivery reagent to evaluate the possibility of sperm transfection as well as assess the fertilizing capacity of transfected
sperm cells. We also checked out the effect of DMSO which
is known as a substitute for liposomes. Findings indicated
that bovine spermatozoa were capable of binding to exogenous DNA and fertilizing the oocytes after IVF. However,
none of the generated embryos were transgenic. We hypothesized that under our experimental conditions, the absence
of the EGFP fluorescence signal in embryos could be due
to the detrimental effect of transfection treatments on sperm
cells’ reproductive performance as well as incompetency of
the IVF technique to produce transgenic embryos using generated transfected sperm cells. Therefore, to achieve desirable outcomes in transgenesis, it is highly recommended to
use sperm-mediated gene transfer in conjunction with a fertilizing method where sperm’s functionality is less necessary
for inducing exogenous DNA to embryos.
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